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UdeM new trio
By: Agnès Rossignol | The: 2014-11-11 1:15 p.m.
Campus
In law school, a website is created, students
participate in an international event of reflection
and a teacher embarks on the web ...
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Students participate in borderless Law
In 2015, students of Law Without
Walls (right Without Borders), an
international event bringing together law
faculties from 27 universities, including
the University of Montreal (UdeM), will
reflect on practical solutions to the
problems experienced in normative
environments professionals. They will
focus particularly on the employment
prospects of young graduates and the
relationship of lawyers with their clients.
The students chosen to represent the
UdeM will go to Dublin during next winter
to meet with their counterparts in other
universities, then in Miami in April. They Marie-Claude Rigaud,
have weekly meetings with their mentors Professor and Secretary of
the Faculty
and members of their team. "I see a
golden opportunity for young lawyers to take part in an innovative business
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focused on the future of teaching and practice, the junction of law and

A former police officer

business, "said the Journal Forum Professor and Secretary of the faculty

became a lawyer at

Marie-Claude Rigaud to be a mentor for a third year. a website for a
teacher in new technologies

Davies
Justice and Aboriginal
people: between mistrust
and misunderstanding

Professor Nicolas W. Vermeys , co-director of the Masters in ecommerce and deputy director of cyberjustice Laboratory, has
launched its website dedicated to new technologies it is interested in
security issues of information, impact of innovation technology on law,
on which he regularly with the media in the legal community, in
professional groups and government agencies in Canada and abroad.
me Vermeys is also counsel for Legault Joly Thiffault and has an
information security certification (CISSP). He is a member of the
management boards of SOQUIJ and Éducaloi , the Board of Directors
of the Canadian Council for Court Technology (CCCT). A website on
law changes and governance
Professor Nicolas W. Vermeys

Created in 2004, the Regroupement Droit, change and governance, a
strategic group supported by the company's Research Fund of Quebec
and Culture has launched its website. Led by the Public Law Research
Centre UdeM whose Director is Professor Gautrais , the Coalition
brings together 44 regular researchers from different areas of the
universities of Montreal, McGill and Laval, as well as 41 employees in
Quebec, Canada and abroad. Their common concerns affecting various
aspects of the reports that 'maintain law and social and technological
change. Projects and teams are organized into three areas: Law and
new social relations; Law and information technology and
communications; Law, health and sustainable development.
Gautrais, director of the
Research Centre in Public Law
at the UdeM
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